Manifesto

I, Aryan Pal (190020023), am contesting for the post of System Administrator of Hostel 9 to continue the work of our current council and give my best for the hostel. If elected, I will be managing this position with full commitment and enthusiasm. I propose to do the following:

Initiatives and Follow Ups

- Introduce a new Sports, Tech and Maintenance section displaying their events and work.
- Initiate up for Facts and Achievements of our hostel.
- Continue the follow up of Complaint and Suggestion Form for addressing up issues.
- Initiate up for an Alumni FAQs for the guidance and support to the residents.

General Duties

- Announce up for LAN Vendor visits in prior and monitor visit till all the LAN issues till get resolved.
- Proper Maintenance of Study Room and ensuring proper working of AC, lighting etc.
- Be in regular contact with CC and MLC members to get all the necessary updates and announcements on time and inform it to all hostel inmates.
- Ensure that all the Wi-Fi Routers in hostel premises are working properly and the firmware of all the routers is up-to-date to avoid network downtime.
- I will ensure that all the necessary information and announcements along with the weekly mess menu and updated list of tech and sport equipment will be updated on the Hostel 9 Gymkhana website.
- Management of Mailing lists of Hostel 9 so that no one misses the hostel's important mails.
- Ensure the biometric system is updated with fingerprints of new students where required.
- Will arrange regular meetings with secretaries for smooth functioning of administration work.

Duties as a Council member

- Actively Participate in all the council meetings and give contribution in solving issues.
- Participate in Institute activities as a representative of our hostel in events like GC.
- Contribute in the management of hostel events like 9Tanki etc.

Credentials

- Bagged 1st position in Street Play GC. (2019-2020)
- Represented IIT Bombay in Inter-IIT cultural meet. (2019-2020)
- Secured position under 50 in Crossey GC. (2019-2020)